About the project

The aim of Connectivity project is to study and understand connectivity of Wikipedia. Or, in simpler words, to improve hyperlink navigability between articles.

The project works since 2007. It now has six localizations (en, es, ru, de, it) and processes 145,000 pages daily.

Besides identifying connectivity problems, the project also helps solving them: there is a Toolserver-based website containing analysis results and useful recommendations.

Connectivity analysis helps discovering a variety of shortcomings in present articles: lack of interlinking, errors in linking, lack of necessary references, wrong links leading to disambiguation pages and so on. Many isolated articles are in fact subject to deletion or serious modification due to reasons unrelated to connectivity.

Finally, many articles are known to be part of a complex "similarity" network of articles. These "isolated" articles are in fact connected by means of page views, but not linked directly.

Isolated articles

- Some pages that cannot be reached through links show tiny ArticleJack of other pages. These isolated articles are the most common type of isolated article. They are not referenced by other pages in the main namespace. However, some of these isolated articles are important, being connected by independent links.

- The most frequent type of isolated articles recognized by the MediaWiki are the orphaned pages. They are not referenced by other pages in the main namespace. However, some of these isolated articles are important, being connected by independent links.

- One important method for identifying isolated articles is to look for pages that are not referenced by any other pages. These "orphaned" pages may be useful resources for other editors.

- Another important method for identifying isolated articles is to look for pages that are not referenced by any other pages. These "orphaned" pages may be useful resources for other editors.

Disambiguation pages

- These pages are used to resolve ambiguity in a search result. They provide links to other pages that are related to the subject of the search result. This helps users to find the information they are looking for more easily.

- Disambiguation pages can be important for improving the connectivity of articles, as they provide a way for users to navigate between different pages that are related to the same subject.
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